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Celebrating masculine art and
the men who create it

Welcome to Issue No. 20 of MASCULAR 
Magazine – the “Party” issue. And 
what an interesting response we’ve 
had to this particular theme. As 
editors, we proposed Party as theme 
in part because we liked that fact that 
the word ‘party’ could be interpreted 
in a number of ways. From political 
party to celebration to the activity 
itself. It seemed, at the time, that 
as creatives, we might welcome a 
platform to explore a theme that 
could be interpreted in a number of 
ways. Moreover, with world events, 
recent elections and ongoing political 
controversy, there was plenty to react 
to. In fact, the expectation was that 
most submissions would be reactions 
to the political divide that characterises 
many of our communities. With 
Americans commenting on Brexit 
and following the French presidential 
elections very closely, there was clearly 
something going on. A lot of great art 
is created in response to the emotive 
and controversial issues of the day – 
sort of statement pieces that are both 
thought provoking and declarative. 

However, that’s not what happened. 
Rather than polemic and Stalin-era 
propaganda as our jumping off point, 
or Nixon-era political marketing, 
artists stayed away from the political in 
their droves. We were really surprised 
to see this. Perhaps the issues are too 
raw and anger inducing to induce 
a creative response at the moment. 
Maybe its still more important to be 
in the streets marching in support of 
or against certain groups and issues, 
rather than reflecting on them through 
creativity. It may indeed be too early to 
reflect. Or is it fatigue and boredom 
with the constant barrage of news and 
information we have had to endure. 
It seems like the only winners have 
been the press as everyday they have 
new and rich pickings. The imagery 
and themes are well established – 
the talking head on TV, the poorly lit 
politician in sum rotunda or perhaps 
people marching – as abstract forms, 
there is a lot to work with here. And 
of course, the various political figures 
on the world stage have been used in 
all kinds of artistic responses – from 

magazine covers to memes, “leaders” 
from across the globe have been 
lampooned, accused and observed 
artistically. One in particular has made 
orange the colour of the year. 
So how interesting that at a time 
when everyone and everything is 
political and tribal and party must 
come first, the contributions to 
MASCULAR Magazine’s “Party” issue 
should mostly be about celebration! 
Artists from around the world have 
chosen to concentrate on celebration 
and party-ing at a time when it feels 
like there is absolutely nothing to 
celebrate. With North Korea sabre 
rattling and (perhaps thankfully) 
ineffective political systems in 
the US or Venezuela’s Kafkaesque 
government, is there really anything to 
celebrate? Yes, economies appear to be 
recovering, and we get good news from 
the medical field or the sports arena – 
whichever interests you, but the polar 
ice caps are nearly gone and two mad 
men are playing chicken with nukes. Is 
this the time to take our collective eye 



off the ball, let our hair down and have 
a kiki? Actually, it would appear that 
the answer to that question – at least 
through the submissions we received 
– is a resounding “No”. 
This issue of MASCULAR is very 
dark. I think you will agree there’s a 
foreboding and anxious tone through 
the magazine’s pages. Rather than a 
happy celebration of life and what’s 
good about it, this is mostly a cool 
observation of the need to escape 
from what life has to offer. The artists 
are resigned to the realities we face, 
and are sharing the different methods 
and environments where they can get 
away from it all. In other instances, 
it’s a cold look at the themes and 
interests that preoccupy us. Yes there’s 
movement and sex and a sense of 
occasion. But this is the dark underside 
of the party. The moment when a sober 
person comes into the frame and 
sees the drunken revellers and feels 
disconnected and a bit repulsed. The 
works on display show us how close 
revelling and partying are to insanity 
and chaos. Yes, that fleeting glimpse 

of our wilder sides is compelling, 
but here we go further. We see what 
happens when we give in to our base 
desires and throw all our cares to the 
proverbial wind. Fundamentally, we 
learn that to party is to escape, to 
retreat and to inhabit a real we create 
for ourselves. We establish clubs where 
we feel safe and protected, and in that 
protected environment, we indulge. 
The challenge comes when we try to 
map the real world we experience 
every day with the colourful and 
uninhibited world we see in this issue. 
Some may say “t’was ever thus” – but 
I sense something different here. Sort 
of a stop the world I want to get off 
kind of ethos. When society doesn’t 
speak your language or on your behalf, 
perhaps the best thing to do is step 
outside of its structures and create 
your own. Why not? We creatives 
celebrate eccentricity, don’t we? But 
what happens when the emotions 
we seek to express aren’t healthy. 
What happens when sanity vanishes, 
the masks come off and the lights 
are turned on. My questions to the 

contributors and to our readers are 
these: can we turn off and tune out the 
mess that is our world today? Or do we 
have a responsibility to do our part to 
fix it. What happens when as strong 
proponent of democracy, you become 
its victim?  Perhaps I’m overly sensitive, 
and what we have here is men who 
have found a way to relax and have 
fun in challenging times. That we’ve 
always had a darker side that we like 
to let out to play from time to time. 
Maybe what we should celebrate is our 
innate ability to create pleasure and 
positive energy even when the mood 
around us would normally inhibit that. 
I suggest that that is what we take 
away – that in the face of a challenge, 
we show resilience, determination and 
belief in better times to come.
I hope you enjoy this issue as much as 
we have enjoyed working on it. We have 
already started working on the next 
issue of MASCULAR Magazine: BEACH. 
Check out the call for submissions on 
page 161.
 -Vincent Keith
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The Mascular Mix:  PARTY - vol. XVIII
Brian Maier

If you would like to hear Brian Maier’s ‘White’ Mix, you can download it from

https://soundcloud.com/brianmaier/mascular-vol-18 or on iTunes.

The icons below will take you there directly.

https://soundcloud.com/brianmaier/mascular-vol-18
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/brian-maiers-podcast/id408224720%3Fmt%3D2
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/brian-maiers-podcast/id408224720%3Fmt%3D2
https://www.facebook.com/brianmaier
https://twitter.com/djbrianmaier
http://www.djbrianmaier.com/Main.html
https://www.mixcloud.com/dj-brian-maier/103-mascular-vol-12/
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U N L E A S H E D  M A Y  2 5 ,  2 0 1 7

DOGS&
DADDIES

N E W  B O O K  F RO M

www.fredsays.org   www.inkedkenny.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyL8U7zc7DI&feature=youtu.be
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The Mascular T-Shirt

Mascular PARTY

Andrew Printer

Mascular Shop on Redbubble

You can 
order your 

t-shirt from: 

RedBubble

http://www.redbubble.com/people/mascular/works/22037185-mascular-winter-2016-sport
http://www.redbubble.com/people/mascular/works/11684877-mascular-winter-2014-by-fantasmagorik%3Fref%3Drecent-owner
https://www.redbubble.com/people/mascular/works/23810095-mascular-spring-summer-2016-by-richard-vyse?asc=u&c=431465-mascular-magazine
https://www.redbubble.com/people/mascular/works/23810095-mascular-spring-summer-2016-by-richard-vyse?asc=u&c=431465-mascular-magazine
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You can see more of Ulli’s work at www.kinkinprint.com

Has it kicked in yet?

I don’t think I’m feeling any different. Is it getting warmer in here, or am 
I imagining things? Do you feel anything happening? The young ginger 
man just smiles. Such a sexy, unpretentious, sly smile. The candle light 
is glistening in his eyes, intently studying me. Why isn’t he answering? 
These shadows are unreal. What was I talking about just now?

He had brought along these pills and said we’d have a good time, a good 
friend of an acquaintance of a friend of his had brought them along on 
a date last week and now we had just ingested the leftovers. He had 
wrestled them from a tiny packet of tinfoil. Like some cold chicken 
nuggets. Only with a couple more interesting methyl groupings, I hope. 
I chuckle.

Everything seems softer now. Oh how the light keeps radiating from that 
red cub. What an angel. Aren’t I fortunate to be allowed to commune 
with such an exquisite spirit? Such a sexy imp clad in rubber. He leans in 
to kiss me, suddenly much warmer and friendlier. As if I had known him 
for years. What am I feeling? Such kinship, brought along by a massive 
dose of swirling hexagons in my bloodstream.

The cool paws embrace me from behind, pulling me back.

I am getting lost in the cubs warm, inviting embrace, he takes me into 
himself, caressing, accepting, accommodating my length and girth. So 
warm underneath me. He’s burning up. We are burning up.

Yet there is that coolness behind me, just beyond my eyes, stirring 
behind my conscious cortex.

Not tonight. Why can’t it leave me alone. It keeps pace with me any other 
day of the week, I was hoping for some escape in the soft warms of this 
man. Loose myself in his eyes and mouth. The magic of this formula 
was supposed to keep it at bay, hide me from its blunt, clumsy claws. 
Exorcise that wretched presence just for a few hours of unconditional 
bliss. Compulsory joy, the result of a retaliatory strike in the chemical 
warfare within my brain.

Yet there it looms, as usual, waiting, ever so slightly stirring.

CARNAL SPIRIT
photos: Ulli Richter

text: Christoph Studer-Harper
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Carnal Spirit - 106
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Carnal Spirit - 129
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Carnal Spirit - 110

I let go. Just giving myself to the man in front of me. Common sorrows 
be damned, tonight I will not succumb to doubt and desperation. I can 
still feel the stirring touch of the morose, but the artificial fire evoked by 
the pressed powder outshines it. Adamant lightning is dancing between 
our bodies. I don’t care about my shade. If I can’t fuck without it rearing 
its ugly head, then let it join us.

Ecstasy overcomes me. I succumb to the touch of the young man. The 
familiar shape never leaves, but in this hot, mingling heap of flesh and 
rubber I can bear its weight. Lifted up and exalted by the delicious boy in 
front of me, the darkness remains quiet.

Appeased by the distilled armistice, the regrettable demon watches 
over them as the frenzy continues through the night.
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Carnal Spirit - 114
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Carnal Spirit - 119
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Carnal Spirit - 130
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Carnal Spirit - 127



You can see more of Andrew’s work at www.andrewprinter.com and www.zoomlensphoto.com

This series of images has two motivations: first, in my experience, a party can be a messy affair characterized by insecurity, jealousy, 
inebriation, humiliation and loneliness. I wanted to show that side of the experience. Secondly, I am a photographer (of people for the 
most part) wrestling with the relevance of photographs. We’ve seen it all. Thanks to our phones we can photograph it all, and we do, from 
our junk to police brutality to our dinner. The images here are all photographs taken by me then drawn and colored in an attempt to make 
the viewer look at them a moment longer than they might have done in their original state. Some information has been added and some 
information has been removed. A photo-real element is present in them all. I guess I am playing around to see when a photograph becomes 
an illustration and when that illustration begins to take on photographic qualities. As always color, humor and narrative are part of my 
process as is a determination to depict a variety of queer body types.

HOT MESS
Andrew Printer

http://www.andrewprinter.com
http://www.zoomlensphoto.com
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Cry
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Club



You can see more of Frank’s work at www.instagram.com/Mens_art

When we plan to go for a party, one of the important reasons to join a party is the people. Many things to consider for a 
party but you may ask what kind of people go there? What is this party for and what is the theme of the party. A lot of 
occasion people has been labelled to different “types” and you may feel for join to one of the type of people that fit your 
preference. Also where the party is somewhere you can blend in with the people at the party.

Here in this project “Party” I present few different “types” of people, before the actual craziness and wildness of party.

Who will you join the party with?

FOLLOW ME FOR THE PARTY.  
WILL YOU JOIN THE PARTY TONIGHT?

Frank Lee

http://www.instagram.com/Mens_art
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Bruno 2
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You can see more of Gerard’s work at  futurerealistic.tumblr.com

Clowns represent something very incongruent to me. 
There is nothing more unsettling than a painted on smile.

CLOWN BREAKING DOWN
Gerard Floyd

http://futurerealistic.tumblr.com
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Clown Breaking Down | 3
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Clown Breaking Down | 4
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Clown Breaking Down | 5
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Clown Breaking Down | 6
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Clown Breaking Down | 7
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Clown Breaking Down | 8
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Clown Breaking Down | 9
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Clown Breaking Down | 10



You can see more of Hector’s work at www.flickr.com/hgomezherrero

Conocí a David en enero de 2015 a través de un amigo común. Ya 
habíamos hablado un par de veces por Instagram, pero cuando nos 
conocimos en persona nos hicimos amigos al instante.

Por aquel entonces, él estaba organizando el que sería el primer Bear 
Carnival y me preguntó si había fotografiado algún evento similar antes. 
No lo había hecho. Sólo pude enseñarle algunas fotos de un par de 
desfiles en mi pueblo. Sorprendenmente, dijo que eso era lo que quería 
y me convenció para que asistiese a ese primer Bear Carnival como 
fotógrafo.

No voy a mentir, no estaba seguro. Sabía que no era un fotógrafo 
profesional y nunca había asistido a un evento así. De forma que estaba 

un poco asustado. Soy bastante tímido y no estaba seguro de cómo iba a 
reaccionar una vez allí, pero uno de mis propósitos para ese año era salir 
de mi zona de confort, así que mes y medio después estaba tomando un 
vuelo para Gran Canaria.

En un principio pensé que me cansaría de captar fotos de gente posando, 
pero pronto descubrí que podía conseguir cierta espontaneidad en 
algunas de las fotos de las fiestas, especialmente en las de las fiesta 
de piscina. Encontré algo ahí, cuando esos hombres no se sentían 
observados, cuando se relajaban y eran ellos mismos. No estaban sólo 
casi desnudos físicamente, también se devestían de una forma mucho 
más íntima en frente de todo el mundo.

THE POOL PARTIES OF BEAR CARNIVAL 
Hector Gomez Herrero

http://www.flickr.com/hgomezherrero
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Untitled | 5

En estos tres años (y sumando) de Bear Carnival he encontrado libertad, 
ternura, alegría… en cada uno de ellos; pero sobre todo, he encontrado 
ese primer instante en el que esos hombres se ven descubiertos y 
quieren compartir  todo eso con la cámara.

No hay mayor placer que captar eso.

Así que, éste es un pequeño document de esos días de sol, calor, juegos… 
y libertad para ser quien realmente eres.

I met David in January 2015 through a common friend. We had chatted a 
couple of times via Instagram, but when we met in person we become 
instant friends.

Those days he was organizing what would become the first Bear Carnival 
and he asked me if I had taken photos in some event like that before. I 
didn’t, so I only was able to show him some photos from a couple of 
parades from my hometown. Unexpectedly, he said that was what he 
wanted and he convinced me to attend to that first Bear Carnival as 
photographer.

I’m not gonna lie, I wasn’t sure. I knew I wasn’t a professional 
photographer and I had never attended to an event like that before. So, 
I was a little scared. I’m a really shy guy and I wasn’t sure how I would 
react once I was there, but one of my resolutions for that year was to 
break out of my comfort zone, so a month and a half later I was taking a 
flight to Gran Canaria.
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Untitled | 8

At first, I thought I’d get tired of posed pictures, but soon I learnt I could get 
some spontaneity in some of the party shots, specially in the pool parties 
ones. I found something there, when those men felt unwatched, when 
they relaxed and were just themselves. They were not only almost naked 
physically, they also undressed themselves in a more intimate way in front 
of everybody.

In this three years (and counting) of Bear Carnival I’ve found freedom, 
tenderness, joy… in each one of them; but more than anything, I’ve found 
that first moment when those men found themselves caught and they 
wanna share all of that with the camera.

There is no greater pleasure than catching that.

So this is a little document of those days of sun, heat, playfulness… and 
freedom to be who you really are.
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You can see more of Claudio’s work at www.flickr.com/kallendar030

Sometimes I feel the need to spend my nights alone, a party with myself as an only guest. 
Sometimes I share my time with some strangers, also a private party where I just free myself.
I love some fancy drinks.
I love dancing with my own.
I love making private parties with strangers.
I love my private parties. 

MODELS: David, Fede, Pako, Sebastián, Tito and JayCe

(PRIVATE) PARTY
Claudio Poblete
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After 10 year of just drawing, I decided to come back to painting this year. I was very happy to read 
that the theme of your next issue was exactly what I was working on, Pool Parties and Circuit 
Parties. Additionally, I pulled out a few more paintings from the past, an image for an old pool 
party image. “Chicken Fight” and a couple from a Sex Party.  

The images used for my art pieces come from my addiction to taking photos everywhere I go. 
Most of the images are documentation of real events, only a couple are staged.

GATHERINGS
Miguel Angel Reyes

You can  see more of Miguel’s work on his FACEBOOK Page  

https://www.facebook.com/Miguel-Angel-Reyes-Illustrator-2-235249859850957/?ref=br_rs
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Chicken Fight-Acrylic on  Canvas-2000
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Meat RackA-Pastel-2014 
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Meat RackB-Pastel-2014
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(l): 4-Way-Aclylic on Canvas, 2004  
(r):5-Way-Aclylic on Canvas, 2004  
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3-way Acrylic on Canvas
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You can see more of Pierre-Ives’ work at www.photo-monnerville.com

A LOVE OF FLIRTING
Pierre-Yves Monnerville
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You can  see more of Bernard’s work at www.bernardandrephotography.com

Glitter is the ultimate dazzling party costume, let your nudity shine and mesmerize everyone ... 
But would you dare ? 

SPARKLING
Bernard André

http://www.bernardandrephotography.com
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You can see more of Bill’s work at www.billpusztai.com

party (pahr-tee), verb: to enjoy oneself thoroughly and without restraint; indulge in pleasure. 

   - dictionary.com

JOSH & STEVE
Bill Pusztai

http://www.billpusztai.com
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Josh & Steve | 4
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You can see more of Alejandro’s work at alejandrocaspe.com

Life is a party and every action or experience should be lived that way, for example, enjoy 
the pleasure of the body in whatever way, with whoever and wherever it should be called 
a party, enjoy, feel, love and being happy at the same time, are sufficient reasons for a 
great celebration and a huge party called life.

Models: Eric, Benjamin and Rodolfo

SENSUAL PARTY
Alejandro Caspe

http://www.alejandrocaspe.com
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You can see more of David’s work on Instagram at Thats_hawesome

These photographs wee inspired by the phrase 

“ masc 4 masc “

PARTY GIMPS
David Hawe
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You can see more of David’s works at www.yogabearstudio.com

What should I wear?

Clean underwear,

Just in case;

Should I wear any at all?

The red shows off my pecs,

The blue shows off my tat,

But black is always best.

Boots, of course, but which?

He’ll be here any second,

Time to choose. 

GLAD RAGS
David Gray

http://www.yogabearstudio.com
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Nocturne: Jon
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You can see more of Joe’s work at http://www.joelamattina.com

At the risk of sounding cliché’, like people, “PARTIES” come in all shapes and sizes and styles!

Dance party, Sex party, Flagging party, Music party, Drag/Fundraiser party, Circuit party, Political party… etc 
etc etc.

It could be a party of one, or, all for one!

Included are a few mixed media paintings that reflect all of those mentioned!

Enjoy!

PARTIES
Joe LaMattina
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Flagging Party
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Fool’s Paradise
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SCRUFF
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So THIS is what Freedom Looks like
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Disposable Ascension
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Brian in the Basement...5AM!
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Urban Dance
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Veg, a Cinnamon Man
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You can see more of Vincent’s work at mascularstudio.com

From a  distance they look like slow moving anemones moving, swaying in the sea currents. Ass you get closer, you the 
movements quicken. It’s a sea of arms and legs, bellies, abs and buts. Gyrating and undulating. You never get a detailed view 
of any single element, but the whole leaves an impression with you. Your heartbeat quickens. Your eye catches tantalising 
glimpses of pits and parts – an open mouth, a clenched fist, eyes fixated on objects. The light catches the gleaming skin. The 
tribe welcomes you on. Each member expresses himself through signs and gestures – some unspoken and subtle, others right 
there in your face. Can you read them? Can you make sense of them. Is he your type? Are you his? He’s hot. He’s a hot mess.  
You share the heat and you share the sound – every one of you reacting to the pulse. You step forward.

PARTY ABSTRACTS
Vincent Keith

http://www.mascularstudio.com
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You can see more of Michael’s work www.kissandtellpress.com

This is how we prepare ourselves for others. This series of images is part of an ongoing project to 
photograph daily rituals and how they contort our bodies into positions that are uniquely related 
to these simple events. I started shaving my body late in life, and find that I attract different people 
depending on what my body looks like at any given time. So much depends on the body and how 
it is read by others. I like how shaving can change the body, can make us desirable in different 
ways,more comfortable in who we are, and more confident when we set out to attract others.

SHAVING
Michael Wynne

http://www.kissandtellpress.com
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Shaving (Arse)
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Shaving (Before & After)
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Shaving (Pubes)
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You can see more of Rick’s  work at ANTEBELLUMGALLERY.BLOGSPOT.COM

AS A REACTION TO THE 21ST CENTURY-

ALL THE HIGH-TECNOLOGY DATING APPS- SNAP CHAT- GRINDR- WHATEVER THE FUCK WILL BE NEXT- THEY ALL DO THE SAME THING.

SURPRISINGLY LIMIT OUR SCOPE OF DIVERSITY AND PROMOTE ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOR.

COMPOUNDED WITH THE AUSTERE REALITY OF TRUMPWORLD- IT’S EASY TO UNDERSTAND WHY PUBLIC PARTIES MAY NO LONGER BE FUN.

SO WELCOME TO MY LITTLE BORDELLO- OR HAREM AS IT WERE. A SECRET SALON FOR CLANDESTINE MEETINGS OF TWO, THREE MAYBE MORE? 
COUPLES- SINGLES- LOVERS- IT’S REALLY ALL  FANTASY WE’VE DREAMT, AND IF WE’RE LUCKY- HAVE LIVED.

MODELS: ALEX SMITH, MATTHEW STEELE, “BLANKET” HENDERSON, RIVER STRONGMAN

OUR PRIVATE SALON
Rick Castro

http://ANTEBELLUMGALLERY.BLOGSPOT.COM
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Blake Little | 323.466.1616 | www.workthebook.com | Los Angeles CA 90068

The photographs themselves are darker, moodier, richer portraits with more depth. For 

these pictures, he has experimented with lighting and composition, going for less                

rigidity and perfection and instead capturing more spontaneous moments. Photographs 

were taken in and around Little’s Los Angeles studio and on location in all the places he 

traveled to recently including England, Spain, Canada and the US. WORK features 96 color 

photographs of remarkable men in a large hardcover format, designed by award-winning 

graphic designer Sean Adams. 

The subject matter is familiar to fans of Little’s            

previous works but his new models broaden the gay 

masculine archetype he established in his previous 

books. There is new individuality and even humor,      

and even wider range of ages and types. 

After the worldwide success of Blake Little’s PRESERVATION 

comes WORK, the third volume of male portraiture after the 

bestselling COMPANY OF MEN and MANIFEST. With an   

insightful foreword by rock legend Bob Mould, who shares a 

similar obsession with making art, WORK is different from   

his Little’s previous books. This body of work documents his 

compulsion to photograph as a practice, an exercise for an 

artartist that’s as necessary as breathing. His work is what he  

does and who he is. 

Publication: March l 2017  Specs: 10.25” x 12.5” • 124 pages • 96 Photographs • Edition of 1,000 • $55

WORK                          BLAKE LITTLE
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“Injustice anywhere is an injustice everywhere.”             Join Amnesty International at RichMix London from 1-14 December for BENT! 

Featuring excerpts from LOVED by Charlie Hunter and Mike Wyeld. 

Rich Mix: 35 - 47 Bethnal Green Road, London, United Kingdom | Call + 44 (0) 20 7613 7498 | www.richmix.org.uk

http://www.richmix.org.uk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyL8U7zc7DI&feature=youtu.be


 
Alejandro Caspe  - Born in Tijuana 
BC in 1974 and in 1992 started in 
photography. From childhood he was 
attracted by the nudity in advertising 
models and as continuing a childish 
game, moved that morbid early 
consolidating his artistic work, at 
maturity, aesthetic and expressive 
universe that identifies his work. 
This led to a creative look that has 
conceptualized a disturbing personal 
eroticism that, far from anchoring 
pornography is a legitimate original 
and bold artistic statement.

David Hawe – David Hawe is a Toron-
to based image maker

Miguel Angel Reyes - Mexican 
Artist, Los Angeles Resident, Fashion 
Drawing instructor at Otis College 
of Art and Design, Contributing Gay 
LifeStyle photographer for Advocate.
com, Voyeur and Bon Vivant.

Hector Gomez Herrero - I’ve been 
living in Madrid for the last 14 years, 
but I’m from a little town in the West 
of Spain. When I was a kid I used to 
take a lot of photos, but I never took 
it seriously. Until I was 25. Then, I 
spent the money I inherited from 
my grandfather to buy my first reflex 
camera. I just wanted to experiment 
and explore, but I found a new way 
to look to the world around. After 7 
years, I keep learning and exploring.

CONTRIBUTORS

Andrew Printer - I am an English 
artist and writer who has lived in 
the U.S. for a very long time. After 
completing an MFA in Studio Art I 
moved from San Diego to Key West 
where I freelanced for the Advocate, 
the Miami-Herald and other publica-
tions. Three years later I am in India-
napolis working on a short video and 
a series of photographs inspired by 
the images in this issue of Mascular. 
I am interested in participating in 
any group exhibitions that might be 
in the works. 

 
Frank Lee - Taiwanese-born photog-
rapher Frank Lee passionately believes 
great photography has the power 
to transcend cultural and linguistic 
barriers.  Frank based in the Arctic of 
Sweden during winter and travel for 
business and photography in sum-
mer. Frank was chosen to participate 
in a joint exhibition at several airport 
in Sweden in the exhibition “A proud 
city”. His work has also been featured 
in Sweden’s most prominent LGBT 
website QX.se, the Australia most 
popular gay magazine DNA magazine, 
and also Mascular Magazine Fine Art 
of Man from UK.   Frank is also looking 
for different collaborations interna-
tionally. Feel free to contact him.

Gerard Floyd -  Born in Ireland in the 
1970’s I choose to remember very lit-
tle about my childhood years. Except 
that it was clear from very early on 
I was not the sort of boy that fitted 
in. I was a bit odd and the local priest 
was the first one to finger me for it. 
Irish Catholic priests are very percep-
tive when it comes rooting out the 
evil that lies deep within a young 
boy like myself.  So, as soon as I was 
old enough I moved to London only 
to discover that I was not odd or evil 
enough for the big city. Luckily as this 
is London no one has ever noticed.  I 
have never forgotten the advice my 
mother gave me as she hugged me 
goodbye on that St. Patrick’s Day at 
the airport and they have become 
words to live by, she said…  “Some 
people say more than they know and 
some people know more than they 
say.” I currently live quietly in one of 
the busiest parts of London where I 
do a lot of listening while stroking my 
ginger beard.   

Berard André -  My photographic 
universe is contemplative, it is made 
of fantasies and memories. I have a 
strong taste for B&W, for minimalism, 
for lines, curves, textures, structures, 
shadows and dark images with a 
classic approach. An attempt to unify 
without contradictions classicism and 
modernity, or when one is no longer 
the antinomy of the other but rather 
the result of the fusion sublimated 
where only the aesthetics matter. Ex-
ploring the sensuality of light, creat-
ing and capturing my own definition 
and vision of Masculinity. I care a lot 
about emptiness, about the silence of 
it about its power its energy. A quiet 
stillness. A calm, silent quest for the 
Absolute that you are invited to join.

Vincent Keith - Born in Beirut in 1967, 
Vincent is a photographer, collaborator 
and magazine publisher based in 
London. He’s married to his husband 
Peter and has two children.



CONTRIBUTORS

David Gray  - David Gray is currently 
living, shooting, and Photoshopping 
in San Diego, California. He founded 
YogaBear Studio in 2003 and 
has published widely in the bear 
community. YogaBear Studio specializes 
in portrait and nude imagery for men 
of all fitness levels, with an emphasis 
on hirsute masculinity. 

Joe LaMattina - For thirty-five years, I was 
employed as an art educator with the Hack-
ensack Public School System in New Jersey, 
USA.  Loving my job as teacher and mentor, 
I spent those years and most of my energy 
inspiring young artists ages five to eighteen.  
It was an amazing experience.  Retired since 
2010, I decided to continue my journey with 
a shift, which allows me more time to focus 
on integrating my studio time, gallery shows, 
and private teaching.  Since then, I have been 
exhibiting my work at various venues around 
the world.  I was formally represented by 
Agora Gallery in NYC. My work is divided into 
three categories that I have named, “Human 
Essence”, “Representational”, and “Abstract/
Organic”.  Most pieces are mixed media.  

Rick Castro - Rick Castro us an 
independent photographer, 
filmmaker, curator, blogger & writer 
living in Los Angeles since 1958. “I 
am basically an old goth - a quaint 
hedonist living in a light calvinistic 
society. I enjoy art, photography, 
writing, tea and sex. In that order. 

Bull Pusztai - Bill is a photographer 
working in Vancouver BC Canada. 
His work is mainly portraiture and 
botanicals. Please visit his website for 
more info.

Pierre-Yves Monnerville - I was born 
in Paris but spent my youth between 
Martinique and Paris. Always want-
ing to live abroad I moved to Ber-
lin but settled in Brighton. Coming 
across Mapplethorpe’s Black Book at 
15 made me want to be a photogra-
pher. I’m also a big fan of Duane Mi-
chaels as well as Jim French and hope 
to someday work out the difference 
between art and eroticism for myself 
(should there be one, obviously…).  Be-
yond the labels, however, I am more 
interested in people’s feelings and 
love exploring what we have in com-
mon despite our superficial differ-
ences whether it’s loneliness, search 
for validation, love and companion-
ship, etc.

Ulli Richter - Ulli Richter is one of 
the leading documentarians of 
the gay BDSM-scene and a gifted 
photographer of natural portrait and 
architecture. His work is known for 
its often intuitive-dramatic lighting 
and encompasses a wide array of 
emotions, ranging from unsettling 
stillness to utter madness. In recent 
years, Ulli has developed a style of 
documenting and portraying BDSM-
play that echoes Baroque painting. 
In contemporary art photography 
he is bridging the tension between 
careful scene setting and lighting and 
capturing the free emotions and wild 
actions so characteristic of BDSM-play.

Claudio Poblete - Born in USA, now living 
in Chile, I spent most part of my professional 
live taking pictures only for myself. It’s hard to 
share some pics, some feelings, but I think it’s 
time to show what I do and what I feel.

Michael Wynne - Michael Wynne 
makes photobooks and artists’ 
books. His titles include My Life 
in Masturbation , The Bathhouse 
Hornbook , and Body Part , amongst 
others.

Christopher Studer-Harper - is a Swiss 
artist working predominantly with in-
stallative and performative practices. 
Originally educated as a developmen-
tal psychologist, he now prefers to 
explore themes such as violence, inti-
macy and vulnerability through finely 
crafted objects, performances and 
text. He works in Bern, Switzerland 
and Berlin, Germany.
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https://moderneccentrics.wordpress.com
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Issue No. 21 | Summer 2017

For some, it evokes warm memories of childhood, bologna sandwiches and donkey rides. For 
others the tingle and glamour of a St Tropez tan and lounge grooves as the sun sets. Maybe its 
freedom and a sense of oblivion. No matter your take on it, the BEACH is a magical place loaded 
with potential. 
Issue No. 21 of MASCULAR Magazine will be dedicated to the BEACH! We call on artist from 
around the world and in any medium to help us celebrate, uncover and understand the allure 
of the BEACH. Every BEACH is different, with its own configuration, atmosphere and seascape. 
From the pebbles of Brighton to the white sands in the Caribbean to the black volcanic beaches 
in Hawaii and the concrete roof-top of a hotel in Barcelona – they may look different, but they 
share a common quality of being a canvas on which we can paint all kinds of experiences. 
As children, we felt free, as if we had escaped the bounds of the everyday – but there was danger 
and death just there, meters away. Some had their first intimate experiences in the carefree 
atmosphere of a beach holiday. But what about those days when the wind is up and the clouds 
roll in – the atmosphere changes completely, but it still has an otherworldly feel. For those who 
live in cities such as LA, Miami, Nice or Sydney, the BEACH is a constant presence that informs 
the rhythm of life. But for millions, it is as mystical as it is foreign and distant. People keenly 
want to see the sea, but what they really experience is the BEACH. 
So, what is it that makes a BEACH so special? Issue No. 21 wants to better understand the role 
of the BEACH in our lives and creative expression. As a location or as a subject, in the various 
hemispheres and tropics – help us see the BEACH for what it is, through your art. What do a 
beach boy in Rio and a surfer dude in Carmel have in common – what separates the beach 
comber in the Philippines from the one in Belize? For some, the BEACH is an office, a playground, 
a refuge or a crime scene. Thongs or medical waste, kites or razor clams – take us to your favorite 
BEACH and show us what there is to see. 

If you are interested in contributing to Issue No. 21, please contact MASCULAR Magazine at: submissions@mascularmagazine.com

Deadline for submissions is November 6, 2017.

BEACH

mailto:submissions%40mascularmagazine.com?subject=MASCULAR%20Magazine%20Issue%2017
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Read about this stunning new book here

Available Now!
ONLINE AND AT A BOOKSELLER NEAR YOU

Published by Bruno Gmünder

http://www.ronamato.com/the-box-book
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MASCULAR is more than a magazine, it’s a creative movement inspired by men of character 
from around the world. We are thrilled to announce the launch of four new initiatives to help 

push the MASCULAR agenda across new media and outlets. 

Learn more about the movement at: 
thisismascular.com

http://www.modernbear.net
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